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Film Art 2010
film is an art form with a language and an aesthetic all its own since 1979 david bordwell and kristin thompson s film art has
been the best selling and widely respected introduction to the analysis of cinema taking a skills centered approach supported by
a wide range of examples from various periods and countries the authors strive to help students develop a core set of analytical
skills that will deepen their understanding of any film in any genre frame enlargements throughout the text enable students to
view images taken directly from completed films while an optional text specific tutorial cd rom helps clarify and reinforce
specific concepts addressed in the text with the use of film clips building on these strengths the ninth edition adds coverage of
new technologies updated examples and references to the authors acclaimed weblog to provide unparalleled currency and
connect students with the world of cinema today

Film Art: An Introduction 2012-07-06
film is an art form with a language and an aesthetic all its own since 1979 david bordwell and kristin thompson s film art has
been the best selling and most widely respected introduction to the analysis of cinema taking a skills centered approach
supported by examples from many periods and countries the authors help students develop a core set of analytical skills that
will enrich their understanding of any film in any genre in depth examples deepen students appreciation for how creative
choices by filmmakers affect what viewers experience and how they respond film art is generously illustrated with more than 1
000 frame enlargements taken directly from completed films providing concrete illustrations of key concepts along with
updated examples and expanded coverage of digital filmmaking the tenth edition also offers connect for film art a digital
solution that includes multimedia tutorials along with web based assignment and assessment tools

An Introduction to Art 2020-03-10
at once engaging personal and analytical this book provides the intellectual resources for the critical understanding of art
charles harrison s landmark book offers an original clear and wide ranging introduction to the arts of painting and sculpture to
the principal artistic print media and to the visual arts of modernism and post modernism covering the entire history of art from
paleolithic cave painting to contemporary art it provides foundational guidance on the basic character and techniques of the
different art forms on the various genres of painting in the western tradition and on the techniques of sculpture as they have
been practiced over several millennia and across a wide range of cultures throughout the book harrison discusses the relative
priorities of aesthetic appreciation and historical inquiry and the importance of combining the two approaches written in a style
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that is at once graceful engaging and personal as well as analytical and exact this illuminating book offers an impassioned and
timely defense of the importance and value of the firsthand encounter with works of art whether in museums or in their original
locations

Introduction to Art: Design, Context, and Meaning 2023-11-27
introduction to art design context and meaning offers a deep insight and comprehension of the world of art contents what is art
the structure of art significance of materials used in art describing art formal analysis types and styles of art meaning in art
socio cultural contexts symbolism and iconography connecting art to our lives form in architecture art and identity art and
power art and ritual life symbolism of space and ritual objects mortality and immortality art and ethics

The Philosophy of Art 2012
this is an introduction to current key issues and debates in aesthetics and philosophy of art chapters on standard topics are
balanced by topics of interest to today s students including creativity authenticity cultural appropriation and te distinction
between popular and fine art other topics include emotive expression definitional strategies and artistic value major current
theories are set beside key ideas from plato aristotle immanuel kant karl marx and georg wilhelm friedrich hegel back cover

The Functional Art 2012-08-22
unlike any time before in our lives we have access to vast amounts of free information with the right tools we can start to make
sense of all this data to see patterns and trends that would otherwise be invisible to us by transforming numbers into graphical
shapes we allow readers to understand the stories those numbers hide in this practical introduction to understanding and using
information graphics you ll learn how to use data visualizations as tools to see beyond lists of numbers and variables and
achieve new insights into the complex world around us regardless of the kind of data you re working with business science
politics sports or even your own personal finances this book will show you how to use statistical charts maps and explanation
diagrams to spot the stories in the data and learn new things from it you ll also get to peek into the creative process of some of
the world s most talented designers and visual journalists including condé nast traveler s john grimwade national geographic
magazine s fernando baptista the new york times steve duenes the washington post s hannah fairfield hans rosling of the
gapminder foundation stanford s geoff mcghee and european superstars moritz stefaner jan willem tulp stefanie posavec and
gregor aisch the book also includes a dvd rom containing over 90 minutes of video lessons that expand on core concepts
explained within the book and includes even more inspirational information graphics from the world s leading designers the
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first book to offer a broad hands on introduction to information graphics and visualization the functional art reveals why data
visualization should be thought of as functional art rather than fine art how to use color type and other graphic tools to make
your information graphics more effective not just better looking the science of how our brains perceive and remember
information best practices for creating interactive information graphics a comprehensive look at the creative process behind
successful information graphics an extensive gallery of inspirational work from the world s top designers and visual artists on
the dvd rom in this introductory video course on information graphics alberto cairo goes into greater detail with even more
visual examples of how to create effective information graphics that function as practical tools for aiding perception you ll learn
how to incorporate basic design principles in your visualizations create simple interfaces for interactive graphics and choose
the appropriate type of graphic forms for your data cairo also deconstructs successful information graphics from the new york
times and national geographic magazine with sketches and images not shown in the book all of peachpit s ebooks contain the
same content as the print edition you will find a link in the last few pages of your ebook that directs you to the media files
helpful tips if you are able to search the book search for where are the lesson files go to the very last page of the book and
scroll backwards you will need a web enabled device or computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook
entering the url supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the files depending on your device it is
possible that your display settings will cut off part of the url to make sure this is not the case try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view this should cause the full url to appear

An Introduction to the Phenomenology of Performance Art 2022-04-22
an accessible primer for art students or researchers new to phenomenology this book introduces the study and application of
performance art through phenomenology inviting readers to explore contemporary performance art and activate their own
practices using queer phenomenology to unpack the importance of a multiplicity of self s the book teaches readers how to be
academically rigorous when capturing embodied experiences through approachable exercises definitions of key
phenomenological terms and interviews and insights from some of the best examples of transgressive performance art practice
the work enriches the wider scholarship of theater studies situated within contemporary phenomenological scholarship the
book will appeal to radical artists educators and practitioner researchers

Art History: a Very Short Introduction 2020-01-23
art history encompasses the study of the history and development of painting sculpture and the other visual arts in this very
short introduction dana arnold presents an introduction to the issues debates and artefacts that make up art history beginning
with a consideration of what art history is she explains what makes the subject distinctive from other fields of study and also
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explores the emergence of social histories of art such as feminist art history and queer art history using a wide range of images
she goes on to explore key aspects of the discipline including how we write present read and look at art and the impact this has
on our understanding of art history this second edition includes a new chapter on global art histories considering how the
traditional emphasis on periods and styles in art originated in western art and can obscure other critical approaches and
artwork from non western cultures arnold also discusses the relationship between art and history and the ways in which art can
tell a different history from the one narrated by texts about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university
press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a
new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable

But is it Art? 2001
in today s art world many strange even shocking things qualify as art in this book cynthia freeland explains why innovation and
controversy are valued in the arts weaving together philosophy and art theory with many fascinating examples she discusses
blood beauty culture money museums sex and politics clarifying contemporary and historical accounts of the nature function
and interpretation of the arts freeland also propels us into the future by surveying state of the art web sites along with cutting
edge research onthe brain s role in perceiving art this clear provocative book engages with the big debates surrounding our
responses to art and should prove an invaluable introduction to anyone interested in thinking about art

Art 1985-01-01
profusely illustrated text explains how to understand and appreciate major forms of fine art produced from prehistoric times to
the present

What is Art? 1980
what do we mean by art as a category of objects the concept belongs to a western cultural tradition originally european and
now increasingly global but how useful is it for understanding other traditions to understand art as a universal human value we
need to look at how the concept was constructed in order to reconstruct it through an understanding of the wider world
western art values have a pervasive influence upon non western cultures and upon western attitudes to them this innovative yet
accessible new text explores the ways theories of art developed as western knowledge of the world expanded through
exploration and trade conquest colonisation and research into other cultures present and past it considers the issues arising
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from the historical relationships which brought diverse artistic traditions together under the influence of western art values
looking at how art has been used by colonisers and colonised in the causes of collecting and commerce cultural hegemony and
autonomous identities world art questions conventional western assumptions of art from an anthropological perspective which
allows comparison between cultures it treats art as a property of artefacts rather than a category of objects reclaiming the idea
of world art from the art world this book is essential reading for all students on anthropology of art courses as well as students
of museum studies and art history based on a wide range of case studies and supported by learning features such as annotated
further reading and chapter opening summaries

World Art 2020-07-12
since the nineteenth century when art history became an established academic discipline works of art have been read in a
variety of ways these different ways of describing and interpreting art are the methodologies of artistic analysis the divining
rods of meaning regardless of a work s perceived difficulty an art object is in theory complex every work of art is an expression
of its culture time and place and its maker the artist and is dependent on its media what it s made of the methodologies
discussed here formal analysis iconology and iconography marxism feminism biography and autobiography psychoanalysis
structuralism race and gender reflect the multiplicity of meanings in an artistic image the second edition includes nineteen new
images new sections on race gender orientalism and colonialism and a new epilogue that analyzes a single painting to illustrate
the different methodological viewpoints

The Methodologies of Art 2018-03-09
bloodied toy soldiers gilded shopping carts and lego concentration camps contemporary art is supposed to be a realm of
freedom where artists shock break taboos and switch between confronting viewers with works of great profundity and jaw
dropping triviality but away from shock tactics in the gallery there are many unanswered questions what is contemporary about
contemporary art what effect do politics and big business have on art and who really runs the art world previously published as
art incorporated this controversial and witty very short introduction is an exploration of the global art scene that will change
the way you see contemporary art book jacket

Contemporary Art: A Very Short Introduction 2006-03-23
welcome to the greatest gallery on earth put yourself in the picture with this incredible visual guide displaying the best artistic
works of all time you re the very special guest with unlimited access to the world s most important art through the ages from
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ancient cave paintings to modern day street art on your journey through time you ll see a wealth of valuable art including
egyptian tomb paintings roman frescoes byzantine mosaics and chinese porcelain special attention is given to art from different
eras such as aboriginal dreamtime renaissance period impressionism contemporary art and much much more watch the
progression of artistic styles and techniques such as oil painting watercolor pastels and sculpture leonardo da vinci claude
monet vincent van gogh pablo picasso frida kahlo jackson pollock and andy warhol are just some of the big names from the past
and present featured inside every talent s work is showcased through a signature piece supported by illuminating text giving
you a unique tour of each prestigious work of art budding artists this is all the inspiration you need to make your own
masterpiece

Children's Book of Art 2009-09-21
the last few decades have been among the most dynamic within recent british cultural history artists across all genres and
media have developed and re fashioned their practice against a radically changing social and cultural landscape both national
and global this book takes a fresh look at some of the themes ideas and directions which have informed british art since the
later 1980s through to the first decade of the new millennium in addition to discussing some iconic images and examples it also
looks more broadly at the contexts in which a new post conceptual generation of artists those typically born since the late 1950s
and 1960s have approached and developed aspects of their professional practice contemporary british art is an ideal
introduction to the field to guide the reader the book is organised around genres or related practices painting sculpture and
installation and film video and performance the first chapter explores aspects of the contemporary art market and some of the
contexts within which art is made supported and exhibited the chapters that discuss various genres of art practice also mention
books that may be useful to support further reading extensively illustrated with a wide range of work both known and less well
known from artists such as chris ofili rachel whiteread damien hirst banksy anthony gormley jack vettriano sam taylor wood
steve mcqueen and tracey emin and many more

Contemporary British Art 2012-11-12
film is an art form with a language and an aesthetic all its own and since 1979 david bordwell and kristin thompson s film art
has been the most repected introduction to the art and analysis of cinema in the new seventh edition film art continues its
commitment to providing the best introduction to the fundamentals of serious film study images throughout the book are
collected from actual film frames not from production stills or advertising photos but the book has been extensively re designed
to improve readability and teachability additionally the text can be packaged with the award winning film form and culture cd
rom and is supported by an extensive instructor s manual and text specific website
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Film Art 2004
revised and restructured this second edition of modern art traces the historical and contemporary contexts for understanding
modern art movements and the theories that influenced and attempted to explain them its radical approach foregoes the
chronological approach to art movements in favour of looking at the ways in which art has been understood the editors
investigate the main developments in art interpretation and draw examples from a wide range of genres including painting
sculpture photography installation and performance art this second edition has been fully updated to include many more
examples of recent art practice as well as an expanded glossary and comprehensive marginal notes providing definitions of key
terms extensively illustrated with a wide range of visual examples modern art is the essential textbook for students of art
history

Modern Art 2013-11-26
basic principalsof art including materials and processes visual elements and their orginazation and painting sculpture and
architecture

Art Today 1974-09
this clear and concise new introduction examines all the major debates and issues using a wide range of well known examples it
discusses the challenge of using verbal and written language to analyse a visual form dana arnold also examines the many
different ways of writing about art and the changing boundaries of the subject of art history topics covered include the canon of
art history the role of the gallery blockbuster exhibitions the emergence of social histories of art feminist art history or queer
art history for example the impact of photography and the development of art history using artefacts such as the altarpiece the
portrait or pornography to explore social and cultural issues such as consumption taste religion and politics importantly this
book explains how the traditional emphasis on periods and styles originates in western art production and can obscure other
critical approaches as well as art from non western cultures about the series the very short introductions series from oxford
university press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get
ahead in a new subject quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable
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Art History: A Very Short Introduction 2004-01-22
electronic art offers endless opportunities for reflection and interpretation works can be interactive or entirely autonomous and
the viewer s perception and reaction to them may be challenged by constantly transforming images whether the
transformations are a product of the appearances or actions of a viewer in an installation space or a product of a self contained
computer program is a source of constant fascination some viewers may feel strange or unnerved by a work while others may
feel welcoming humorous and playful emotions the art may also provoke a critical response to social aesthetic and political
aspects of early twenty first century life this book approaches electronic art through the teachings of jacques lacan whose
return to freud has exerted a powerful and wide ranging influence on psychoanalysis and critical theory in the twentieth
century david bard schwarz draws on his experience with lacanian psychoanalysis music and interactive and traditional arts in
order to address aspects of the works the viewer may find difficult to understand dividing his approach over four thematic
chapters bodies voices eyes and signifiers bard schwarz explores the links between works of new media and psychoanalysis how
we process what we see hear touch imagine and remember this is a fascinating book for new media artists and critics museum
curators psychologists students in the fine arts and those who are interested in digital technology and contemporary culture

Purposes of Art 1972-01-01
art as therapy introduces the theory and practice of art therapy in a concise accessible and informative way tessa dalley s
introduction gives an overview of basic issues research and development subsequent chapters written by specialists are chosen
to demonstrate the ways in which art therapy can be applied to different client groups in a variety of clinical settings these
include children adolescents suffering from anorexia nervosa the mentally handicapped the elderly and terminally ill those in
psychiatric hospitals and prison inmates illustrated case studies provide visual explanations for the art therapy processes and
the final chapter discusses training for the profession art as therapy has been welcomed by art therapists social workers
psychologists nurses and teachers

An Introduction to Electronic Art Through the Teaching of Jacques Lacan
2014-01-03
richard eldridge presents a clear and compact survey of philosophical theories of the nature and significance of art drawing on
materials from classical and contemporary philosophy as well as from literary theory and art criticism he explores the
representational expressive and formal dimensions of art and he argues that works of art present their subject matter in ways
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that are of enduring cognitive moral and social interest his accessible study will be invaluable to students and to all readers who
are interested in the relation between thought and art

Art as Therapy 2008-02-21
this book surveys the main methodologies used in artistic analysis formal analysis iconology and iconography marxism feminism
biography and autobiography semiotics structuralism post structuralism and deconstruction and psychoanalysis various works
of art are considered from the different methodologies discussed there are 70 black and white illustrations integrated with the
text 4 plates in color notes a bibliography and an index

Modern Art 1961
an introduction to art therapy research is a pragmatic text that introduces readers to the basics of research design in
quantitative and qualitative methodology written in the language of art therapy with particular attention to the field s unique
aspects current thinking and exemplars from published art therapy research studies this combination of a broad standard
approach to research design plus art therapy s particular perspective and major contributions to the subject make the text
suitable for courses in introductory research survey of art therapy history and literature art therapy assessment and ethics the
book includes strategies for evaluating research reports and writing for peer reviewed publication features that make the text
of special value to students practitioners doctoral candidates and academics writing for publication an online instructor s
manual with student resources is available and offers material to enhance the pedagogical features of the text

An Introduction to the Philosophy of Art 2003-09-25
in this excellent book jonathan harris explores the fundamental changes which have occurred both in the institutions and
practice of art history over the last thirty years

Art Today 1969
revised and restructured this second edition of modern art traces the historical and contemporary contexts for understanding
modern art movements and the theories that influenced and attempted to explain them its radical approach foregoes the
chronological approach to art movements in favour of looking at the ways in which art has been understood the editors
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investigate the main developments in art interpretation and draw examples from a wide range of genres including painting
sculpture photography installation and performance art this second edition has been fully updated to include many more
examples of recent art practice as well as an expanded glossary and comprehensive marginal notes providing definitions of key
terms extensively illustrated with a wide range of visual examples modern art is the essential textbook for students of art
history

Purposes of Art 1981
the newest volume in black dog s best selling award winning child s introduction series explores the fascinating world of art and
artists and includes do it yourself art projects throughout in the tradition of black dog s best selling child s introduction books
which include the story of the orchestra and a child s introduction to the night sky a child s introduction to art introduces kids
ages 9 through 12 to the art world s most famous painters styles and periods all brought to life through full color photographs
of 40 masterpieces as well as charming original illustrations the book highlights 40 painters and sculptors including leonardo da
vinci claude monet diego velasquez vincent van gogh salvador dali mary cassatt and andy warhol providing information on their
life inspirations influences technique and a full color photo of one of their signature works of art it also includes an overview of
various styles and periods renaissance impressionism cubism etc instruction on how to view and appreciate art and information
on the color wheel and other tools artists employ fun art projects throughout such as can you find it q tip pointillism making a
stained glass window with tissue paper and spatter paint like pollock allow kids to learn about painting techniques and explore
their own artistic abilities also includes five masterpiece paintings to color meredith hamilton s witty illustrations add another
dimension to the excellent text and photographs

The Methodologies Of Art 1996-12-17
in order to practice art therapy one must have faith in the healing qualities of art processes and products introduction to art
therapy faith in the product begins and ends with references to love and faith including characteristic elements of the writing
process and clinical art therapy endeavors this third edition represents a thorough revision of ideas expressed in the previous
two editions presenting the major themes and issues of the profession in light of the experiences of intervening years art
therapy is effective with individuals families and groups and it works well with the intellectually gifted and the learning
impaired it can also be used with the chronically mentally ill the terminally ill the vision impaired and the deaf art therapy is
particularly effective with post traumatic stress disorder from the aftereffects of war including physical sexual or emotional
abuse enhancements in this text include an overview of the spectrum of theoretical orientations within art therapy a brief
history of practice in the united states fundamental principles of art therapy curative aspects of art therapy and metaverbal
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therapy the author underscores the nature of the work describes truths and fictions explores pathos or pathology and the
therapeutic self the text examines the social responsibility of art therapists and their colleagues to record events give form to
culture nurture imagination and promote individual and social transformation in addition the author presents exceptional case
examples including client prepared artwork that highlights the text this book will be an inspiration to serious artists that want
to be involved in art therapy and to the veteran art therapists to renew their vocations by living the process of art therapy this
comprehensive and insightful book will be valuable to art therapists medical and mental health professionals occupational
therapists and other rehabilitation professionals that aspire to become more effective in reaching others

An Introduction to Art Therapy Research 2011-01-11
as public interest in modern art continues to grow as witnessed by the spectacular success of tate modern and the bilbao
guggenheim there is a real need for a book that will engage general readers offering them not only information and ideas about
modern art but also explaining its contemporary relevance and history this book achieves all this and focuses on interrogating
the idea of modern art by asking such questions as what has made a work of art qualify as modern or fail to how has this
selection been made what is the relationship between modern and contemporary art is postmodernist art no longer modern or
just no longer modernist in either case why and what does this claim mean both for art and the idea of the modern cottington
examines many key aspects of this subject including the issue of controversy in modern art from manet s dejeuner sur l herbe
1863 to picasso s les demoiselles and tracey emin s bed 1999 and the role of the dealer from the main cubist art dealer
kahnweiler to charles saatchi about the series the very short introductions series from oxford university press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging
topics highly readable

The New Art History 2001
intended to encourage a greater understanding of modern art by putting it in a wider context compares and contrasts different
works under chapter readings such as emotions war city life showing how art can relate to people s everyday lives suggested
level secondary
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Modern Art 2013-11-26
angels occupy a significant space in contemporary popular spirituality yet today more than ever the belief in the existence of
intermediary spirits between the human and divine realms needs to be evangelized and christianized angels and demons offers
a detailed synthesis of the givens of the christian tradition concerning the angels and demons as systematized in its essential
principles by st thomas aquinas certainly the doctrine of angels and demons is not at the heart of christian faith but its place is
far from negligible on the one hand as part of faith seeking understanding angelology has been and can continue to be a source
of enrichment for philosophy thus reflection on the ontological constitution of the angel on the modes of angelic knowledge and
on the nature of the sin of satan can engage and shed light on the most fundamental areas of metaphysics epistemology and
ethics on the other hand angelology insofar as it is inseparable from the ensemble of the christian mystery from the doctrine of
creation to the christian understanding of the spiritual life can be envisioned from an original and fruitful perspective

A Child's Introduction to Art 2014-05-20
introduction to art design context and meaning offers a deep insight and comprehension of the world of art contents what is art
the structure of art significance of materials used in art describing art formal analysis types and styles of art meaning in art
socio cultural contexts symbolism and iconography connecting art to our lives form in architecture art and identity art and
power art and ritual life symbolism of space and ritual objects mortality and immortality art and ethics

INTRODUCTION TO ART THERAPY 2016-12-02
math and art an introduction to visual mathematics explores the potential of mathematics to generate visually appealing objects
and reveals some of the beauty of mathematics with downloadable resources and a 16 page full color insert it includes
numerous illustrations computer generated graphics photographs and art reproductions to demonstrate how mathematics can
inspire art basic math topics and their visual aspects focusing on accessible visually interesting and mathematically relevant
topics the text unifies mathematics subjects through their visual and conceptual beauty sequentially organized according to
mathematical maturity level each chapter covers a cross section of mathematics from fundamental euclidean geometry tilings
and fractals to hyperbolic geometry platonic solids and topology for art students the book stresses an understanding of the
mathematical background of relatively complicated yet intriguing visual objects for science students it presents various elegant
mathematical theories and notions comprehensive material for a math in art course providing all of the material for a complete
one semester course on mathematics in art this self contained text shows how artistic practice with mathematics and a
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comprehension of mathematical concepts are needed to logically and creatively appreciate the field of mathematics

Modern Art: A Very Short Introduction 2005-02-24
the thames hudson introduction to art is a comprehensive guide to all aspects of the visual arts part 1 introduces the visual
language of art while part 2 explains how art is made from such traditional media and processes as stone carving fresco and oil
painting to contemporary approaches such as digital and conceptual art and installations part 3 offers an overview of the
history of art from prehistoric times to the 21st century in all parts of the world and part 4 examines art through the major
themes that across cultures and throughout history have inspired artists to create great works of art more than 800 images of
art are shown and discussed in a clear and vivid way offering stimulating insights into the visual arts additionally the authors
have selected eight iconic works that represent the extraordinary variety of art created throughout time and around the world
as these great works are examined from different points of view in the four parts of the book the reader gains a deeper
understanding of the skill involved in artistic creation and the endless expressive possibilities of art this is a beautifully
illustrated book that emphasizes the astonishing diversity of art in all its forms here the reader encounters the timeless primal
power of the woman from willendorf made as long ago as 24 000 bce dramatically differing architectural masterpieces from
temple 1 in the great plaza of tikal in guatemala built between 300 and 900 bce to the twentieth century innovations of le
corbusier the delicate detail of fifteenth century portraits by jan van eyck alongside andy warhol s double elvis and
contemporary works ranging from the traditionally crafted japanese kimonos of sonoko sasaki to the dynamic and thought
provoking video art of bill viola the thames hudson introduction to art is the most accessible and complete visual arts guide
available and an indispensable resource for art students and enthusiasts alike

Understanding Modern Art 1990-12-31

Angels and Demons 2016

Introduction to Art: Design, Context, and Meaning 2023-12-23
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Math and Art 2011-04-28

The Thames & Hudson Introduction to Art 2015

Film Art 2023-10-10
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